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Mac 3 Finger Click For Word Definition

When I highlight an Italian word in a PDF, invoke the context menu and ask for lookup, I get a web lookup in an unhelpful all-English dictionary that doesn't contain the word.. I have taken this function for granted but it seems to have disappeared Does anyone know how I can get it back? Apple Footer • This site contains user submitted content, comments and opinions and is for informational purposes only.. Three-finger tap a word to view Dictionary and Wikipedia in Lion 21 July 2011 - Filed in: Utilities For years, Mac OS X has had a great shortcut for getting a quick definition of a word: Simply hover the cursor over the word, and press the keyboard shortcut Command-Control-D to bring up a little Dictionary
popup.. Apple disclaims any and all liability for the acts, omissions and conduct of any third parties in connection with or related to your use of the site.. Adobe lightroom serial numbers for mac I need to read and comment on documents in Italian (a second language), so the ability to click in a word and immediately get a definition in an all-Italian dictionary (rather than an Italian-English one) is helpful.

Apple may provide or recommend responses as a possible solution based on the information provided; every potential issue may involve several factors not detailed in the conversations captured in an electronic forum and Apple can therefore provide no guarantee as to the efficacy of any proposed solutions on the community forums.. Today, perhaps for the first time since I have updated OSX or Adobe reader, it doesn't work in PDFs.. All postings and use of the content on this site are subject to the
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